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Abstract

The asymptotic form of the concentrated likelihood function of a stationary

ARMA model is investigated. Basis for the analysis is the closed form

formula for the exact covariance matrix. GLS estimates of regression

coefficients can be based on a simple and widely used adjusted form of the

covariance matrix. However, ML-estimates of the ARMA parameters become more

complicated, as they depend on the limit of the determinant of the

covariance matrix.

JEL code: C22

Keywords : Generalised Linear Model; Autoregressive moving average process;

exact ARMA covariance matrix.
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1. Introduction

Several authors have presented procedures to estimate the covariance para-

meters, be it for a pure time series model (Kohn and Ansley, 1985) or for a

regression model (Zinde-Walsh and Galbraith, 1991). The resulting formulas

and algoríthms become very complicated. In Van der Leeuw (1993) relatively

simple expressions are presented, based on a closed form of the general

ARMA covariance matrix. This is possible as the closed form of the

covariance matrix is simple enough to be differentiated analytically. The

price to be paid for this procedure is the computation of the covariance

matrix and its inverse. Moreover, second derivatives need very much

(computer) time consumíng algorithms, as they depend on the complete

covariance matrix.

In this paper the asymptotic form of the covariance matrix and its

determinant are studied. Maximum likelihood estimation of the ARMA model is

equivalent to determining the first order condition of the concentrated

likelihood. In this expression the covariance matrix appears twice: as

determinant and as part of a quadratic form. We will show what happens with

both forms when the number of observations becomes large.

2. The linear model

Consider the linear model y-X~te, where y has dimensions (Txl), X(Txk), ~

(kxl) and e(Txl) and covariance matrix EeeT~2V, which is a function of a

vector ~. One way to estimate the unknown parameters S and ~ is by

minimizing the weighted sum of squares eTV-le. Supposing normally

distributed errors, we may prefer to maximize the (concentrated) likelihood

function, which is equivalent to minimizing S-1VIliTeTV-le (Judge et al.,

p.284). Here e-y-Xb, where b is the Aitken estimator of ~.
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Minimizing S-1VIliTeTV-le is equivalent to solving the first order

conditions or to find a solution to

dS-IVllir~s2trV-1dVteTd(V-1)e?-0 (1)

with s2-eTV-le~T. In the next section we show how V can be written in a

form that can be differentiated easily and substituted into (1). The pure

time series model is similar: e need not to be computed as it is identical

to y.

3. The ARMA covariance matrix

The general form of ARMA distributed errors is given by

P Q
et- - ~~91et-ltvt} ~ alvt-t, t-1,..,T,

t-i i-i

(2)

where vt is a sequence of independently and identically distributed random

variables. ~9 denotes the vector (~91,~2...,~P)T of AR-parameters, a is the

vector (al,a2,..,aq)T of MA-parameters. We assume that p and q are known

and that the invertibility conditions are fulfilled. By definition ~9o and

ao are put equal to 1. Use P2V to denote the covariance matrix of e:

Tv2V-Eee .

Following Pagan (1974), we introduce two matrices for both the AR

parameters and the MA parameters. We define a(square) lower band matrix P

of dimensions TxT, and a Txp matrix Q as follows:

1
~1 '

P-

t9p. . 51 1

, Q-

~9P t9P.1 . t91

~ . . .

0 ~9P

0 . . 0

0 . . 0

The upper triangular part of a lower band matrix consists of zeros and the

lower part has off-diagonals with the same elements. Q consists of an upper
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pxp part with an upper band matrix and a lower (T-p)xp part, which consists

of only zeros. Like P and Q xill be used to describe the AR part of the

error vector, so are M and N defined for the MA part, where ~9 is replaced

by a and p by q.

Defining the auxiliary vectors é-(e-p~l,e-P~z,...,e-l,eo)T and

v-(v ,v .,v v)T, we can write (2) in matrix form:
-9~1 -Qi2'.. -1' O

[Q P] E - [N M] ~ ~

As is proven elsewhere (Van der Leeuw, 1992) in the exact covariance

matrix, EeeT-a~2V, of ARMA errors, V is equal to [N M][PTP -QQT1-1[N M]T,

where P is like P, but of order (Ttp)x(Ttp) and Q like Q, but of order

(Ttp)xp. In the MA case this expression reduces to [N M](N M]T and in the

AR case it becomes [PTP-QQT1-1. When we use the underlined symbols P, Q, M,

and N, we mean the upper left (pxp) submatrix of corresponding matrix.

Furthermore we will assume p greater than or equal to q. This gives no loss

of generality as the case q~p is similar.

4. Limits of quadratic form and determinant

As stated before the first order conditions for the AR and MA parameters

are derived from the differential d5-1Vll~T{sZtrV-1dVteTd(V 1)e). Solving

these conditions gives values for the parameters (see Van der Leeuw, 1993).

However the computations will become very time consuming when the number of

observations is large. This leads to the question whether a more efficient

asymptotic form can be found. The asymptotic behaviour depends on the

determinant part (trV-1dV) and the quadratic form eTd(V-1)e. Before we give

some theorems regarding these limits we give a lemma about the inverse of

the matrix M and a lemma for the asymptotic behaviour of a quadratic form

to be used in the sequel.
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Lemma 1

The inverse of the matrix M can (apart of the lasts rows) be

written in block form where the (i,j)th block,

M-1 if i-j
(-M-iN)t-JM 1 if i'-j
0 if i~j

M refers to the pxp upper left submatrix of M, N to the pxp

upper part of N. The eigenvalues of M-1N are less than 1 in

absolute value if (and only if) the invertibility condition

holds.

Proof

Observe that M can be written as

M
N M
- N M where M and N are as defined

above. Direct verification gives the result. For the eigenvalues, see Van

der Leeuw (1992). o

Lemma 2

lim tr{(PM-1N-Q)(PTP-QQT)-1(PM-1N-Q)T1~T-0.
T~m

Proof

In the expression
T

pM-~ (pTp-(~QT)-1 pM-~ the (pXp) matrix (PTP-Q,-QT)

depends on the AR-parameters and is independent of T. It i s non singular

(in fact positive definite) because of the invertibility condition.

Therefore we have to show that lim (PM-1N-Q)~T -0.
r~
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The (Txp) matrix PM-1N-Q can be written as

(PM-1N-Q)

(-M 1N)1

, as we will show now. Because N is I~ 1 , M-1N is a(Txp)

block column matrix of which the first element is M-~N. The ith block is

(-M-1N)1-1M-1N-(-1)t-1(M-1N)t, i-2.3,.. . Since P-

P
4?
4? 1 the first

(pxp) block of PM-1N-Q becomes PM-1N-4, and for subsequent blocks we get:

Q(-1)1-z(M-1N)1-1}P(-1)1-1(M-1N)1. i-2, 3, ..

or

(PM-1N-4)(-M-1N)S, i-1,2,...

From the invertibility condition we know, that IaMtN~ can only be zero if

~~~~1. This implies, that the eigenvalues of M-1N are less than one in

absolute value and lim(M-1N)T-O. But this means, that every block of
T~

PM-1N-Q times lI~T tends to zero. a

When T becomes large enough the influence of the 'starting' values of é and

v will become less and less important. This implies that the role of the

matrices N and Q can be neglected. This has been proven by several authors

(e.g. Zinde-Walsh, 1992) in a more general context. Here we give a direct

proof. It may be more clear if we write V as

W}(N-Mp-1Q)(pTp-QQT)-1(N-MP-1Q)T, where W-P-1M(P-1M)T. We want to show that

asymptotically only W is important in estimating S and the ARMA parameters.
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However, the determinant of V does not reduce to the determinant of W

(which is one). This will be studied in the next section.

Theorem 1

Let V-[N M][PTP-QQTl-1~N M]T and W-P-1M(P-1M)T.

1. plim (a~2-a'2)-0, where v2-eTV-le~T and a~2-eTW-le~T.

2. If lim (XTW~1}C~T)-1 exists, then plim (f3-~)-0, with S the
T-~

Aitken estimator based on V and ~ the estimator based on W.

Proof

See appendix. a

For the determinant of the covaríance matrix we state the result in theorem

2. Asymptotically the value of the determinant of V tends not to that of W,

which is equal to one, but it approaches the value of the determinant of an

easy to compute (pxp) matrix.

Theorem 2

If the invertibility condition for the MA part holds,

limIV1-11P}(PTP-QQT)-1(PN-M4)T(MTM-NNT)-1(PN-,M~) I.
T~oo

Proof

Because of the structure of M and P we have ~M1-1P1-1. The determinant of

the TxT matrix V is IITt(PM
1N-Q)(PTP-~QT)-1(PM-1N-Q)TI, which is equal to

the determinant of the pxp matrix IIP}(PTP-QQT)-1(PM-1N-Q)T(PM 1N-Q)I. as

the second part of both expressions have the same non zero eigenvalues.

Now, (PM-1N-Q)T(PM-1N-Q)-(PN-MQ)T(M-1)TM 1(PN-MQ).
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Here PN-MQ is equal to ~PND~J because 4 and N commute. This implies that

M 1(PN-MQ) is equal to the first p columns of M-1 times PN-M4. The elements

of this column are (-M-1N)1-1M-1, i-1,2,... What matters is thus only the

upper left block of (M-1)TM-1, which is equal to
~(M1)T((N 1N)T)t-1(h1 1N)1-1(M-1) Let this sum be S. Then

t-i

MTSM-~ ((M 1N)T)t-i(M 1N)1-1
t-i

-Ipt ~ NT(M-1)T((M-1N)T)1-z(M-1N)s-zM-1N

f-2
-IPtNTt ~ (M-1)T((M-1N)T)1-1(M-1N)i-1M-1}N

t-i

-IPtNTSN.

This equation has a solution if MTOMT-NTONT is not singular. Its

determinant, say D, is

D-IMT~MT-NTmNTI

-11P2-NTONT(MTOMT)-111MTOMTI

-11PZ-(NM-1)TO(NM-1)TI.

The eigenvalues of NM-1 are smaller than 1 in absolute value, implying that

the determinant is non singular. Its solution S is equal to (MTM-NNT)-1 or

(MMT-NTN)-1. These expressions are equivalent as MTMtNTN-NA1TtNNT: an

equality which is shown easily by comparing the products of the commuting

1 T 1
matrices fÓ NJ and fN MJ . Then

5-(N~1T-NTN)-1 ~ MTSM-(Ip-M-1NTN(M 1)T)-I,

5-(MTM-NNT)-1 ~ NTSN-(N-1MTM(N-1)T-Ip)-1-((M-1NTN(M-1)T)-1-IP)-1, where the

(commuting matrices) M 1 and NT are interchanged. Direct verification

concludes the proof. o

For the pure AR-case we have M-IP and N-O. The determinant becomes

IIPt(PTP-QQT)-14QT1-1(PTP-QQT)-1[PTP-QQTtQTQ11-1(PTP-QQT)-1PPT1-
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T T -1
I(P P-QQ ) I. For the pure MA-case we get a similar result:

IIp}NT(MTM-NNT) 1N1-1MT(MTM-NNT)-1M1-1(MTM-NNT)-11.

5. Conclusion

Both inverse and determinant of the exact covariance matrix of ARMA

distributed errors are rather complicated expressions. However, if the

number of observations is large enough to permit an asymptotic approach we

can use a simple form for the covariance matrix and its inverse. The value

of the determinant used in the concentrated likelihood function reduces to

the value of the determinant of an easy to compute matrix of order

max(p,q).

Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1

1. plim ( a'2-o'2)-0, where v2-cTV-le~T and o~2-eTW-lelT.

Straightforward algebra gives:

E(eTW le-eTV-le)-Etr(eTW-le-eTV-le)

-trE(W-lceT-V leeT)

-a~2tr (W-1V-IT )

-a~2tr (W-1 (Wt (N-MP-1Q) ( PTP-QQT )-1 ( N-MP-1Q ) T ) -IT)

-a2tr ( P-1M ( P-1M ) T ) -1 ( N-MP-1Q ) ( PTP-QQT ) -I ( N-MP-1Q ) T

-a~2tr ( (P-1M) T )-1 (P-7M)-1 (N-MP-1Q) (PTP-44T )-1 (N-MP-1Q ) T

-v2tr(P-1M)-1(N-MP-1Q)(PTP-QQT)-1(N-MP-1Q)T((P-1M)T)-1

-v2tr(PM-1N-Q)(PTP-Q4T)-1(PM-1N-QlT.

In view of lemma 2 this expression divided by T vanishes for T~ o~. o

2. If lim (XTW-1X~T)-1 exists, then plim (S-(3)-0, with S the Aitken
T-~oo

estimator based on V and (3 the Aitken estimator based on W.
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This part needs more manipulation. Write the difference between S and ~ as

a function of the error e:

T -1 -1 -1 T -1 -1 -1 T -1 -1 -1
S-(X V X) XV y-(X V X) XV (X(3te)-f3t(X V X) XV e and

~-~t(}{TW-1}{)-1XW-le, which gives for the difference

~-~-((XTV-1X)-1XV-1-(XTW 1X)-1XW-1)e or Ze.

Observe that EIIZell2-tr E ZeeTZT-v2trZVZT. We will show, that lim EIIZell2-0,
T~ao

which implies plim(Ze)-plim(~-R)-0, by proving that trZTVZ has an upper

limit similar to the expression in lemma 2. We rewrite ~-~ replacing V by W

and several other symbols. Introduce

A-N-P-1MQ,

~-PTP-QQT ,

H-ATW 1A}~

and

G-ATW-1X(XTW-1X)-iXTW-1A-H.

Then V-W}AD-1AT, using (3) and (4). This gives for the inverse, using a

well known formula for the inverse of the sum of two matrices and (S),

V-1-(WtA~-1AT)-1

-W-1-W-lA(ATW-lAf~)-lATW-1

or

V-1-W-1-W-1AH-IATW-1.

Next express (XTV 1X)-1 in W and A:

(XTV-1X)-1-(XTW-IX-XTW-lAH-lATW-1X)-1

-(XTW iX)-1-(XTW-1X)-1XTW-1A(ATW-iX(XTW 1X)-1XTW 1A-N)-1ATW-1X(XTW 1X)-1

or using (6),
(XTV-iX)-1-(XTW-1X)-1-(XTW-1X)-1XTW-1AG 1ATW-iX(XTW-1X)-1.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7 )

(8)
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Note that G is negative:

G-ATW-1X(XTN 1X)-1XTW-lA-H

-ATW-i X ( XTW-1X ) -1XTW-lA-ATW-1 A-~

-AT(W 1X(XTW-1X)-1XTW-lA-W 1)A-~

--AT(W-1-W-1X(XTW-1X)-1XTW-1)A-~.

Furthermore we need the

W 1VW 1-W-1(W}AA-lAT)W-i

or

expression W-1VW-1 rewritten in A and W:

W 1~-1-W-1~W-iA~-lATW-1 (9)

Finally express ZVZT in X and W:

ZVZT-((XTV IX)-1XV-1-(XTW-1X)-1XW-1)V((XTV-1X)-1XV-1-(XTW 1X)-1XW-1)T

-(XTV-1X)-1XV-1VV 1XT(XTV-1X)-1-(XTV-iX)-1XV-1VW-1XT(XTW-1X)-1-

(XTW-1X)-1~-1VV-1XT(XTV-1X)-lt(XTW-1X)-1XW-1VW 1XT(XTW-1X)-1

--(XTV-1X)-lt(XTW-1X)-1XW-1VW-1XT(XTW-1X)-1~

Use (8) and (9) to replace (XTV-1X)-1 and W 1VW-1

ZVZT--(XTW-1X)-14(XTW-1X)-1XTW-lAG-lATW-1X(XTW-1X)-1}

(XTW-1X)-1X(W-1tW-lAO-lATW-1)XT(XTW-iX)-i

--(XTW-1X)-lt(XTW-1X)-1XTW-lAG-~ATW-1X(XTW-1X)-1}

(XTW-1X)-lt(XTW-1X)-1XW-lA~-lATW
1XT(XTW-iX)-i

-(XTW-1X) 1XTW-lA(G-lt~-1)ATW-1X(XTW-iX)-i

~(XTW-1X)-1XTW-lAO-lATW-1X(XTW-1X)-1.

because G is definite negative.

Since we assume that the limit of the inverse of

XTW-1X~T-XT(P-1M(P-1M)T)-1X~T-(M-1PX~rT)T(M-1PX~~T) exists, lim (M 1P}{~rT)

has to exist. Write ? for

-1

XTW-1X ( M-1PX)T
T ~

T-3~
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XTW-~A (M 1PX)T M 1P(N-P-1MQ)- (M-'PX)T PM-1N-QAs - we get
T T ~ ~

-1 -1
lim trZVZT~tr lim

XTW-1X XTW-iA Q-1 ATW-1X XTW-1X

T~m T~oo T T T T

~tr lim Z{(PM-1N-Q)IJT}A-1((PM-iN-Q)TIJT} ZT
T~ao

~tr lim ~ lim((PM-1N-Q)~-1(PM-1N-Q)TIT} lim ~T
T~ T~ao T-)m

-0, in view of lemma 2. o
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